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THE COMEBACK: 

Sports in a  

Worldwide Pandemic 

PART 6:  

NFL Executive Suite 

More than a year ago, the fear of the emerging pandemic summarily shut down sports and severely 
impacted the trillion-dollar global sports business. But thanks to vaccine technology and an 
unprecedented global response, the National Football League and the entire sports world now run into 
the comeback. How are NFL teams emerging from the pandemic? What COVID-19-related threats and 
obstacles remain? How has the league’s stance on sponsors, gambling, and new media evolved amid 
the pandemic and in recent years?  
 
That’s what Foley & Lardner and host Rick Horrow of Horrow Sports Ventures explored in the sixth 
installment of their Leadership Insight series, The Comeback: Sports in a Worldwide Pandemic. Here 
are some of the key takeaways and learnings from the most recent installment featuring c-suite 
executives on the business, in and around the National Football League as the season kicks-off. 
 
1. NFL team and league outlook: What were some of the learnings and biggest organizational 

challenges from the pandemic? 
 

 Dawn Aponte, Executive VP / Chief Administrator of Football Ops –  
National Football League:  

 
September is always an exciting time for the NFL as the season kicks off, but this year there’s a 
renewed appreciation for the entire community from youth to college. 2020 taught the league a 
lot in terms of recalibrating expectations; many things they viewed as challenges became part of 
their operating norms, such as the virtual draft and meetings or playing games with no fans. 
Ultimately, they were able to do what many said was impossible: play a full season on time amid 
the pandemic. 
 
Moving forward, their focus will be on continuing to grow the game both on and off the field. 
Through player safety initiatives, long term player development beginning at the youth level, 
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion initiatives, fan engagement, and even legalized sports gambling, 
the league hopes to continue its upward trajectory.  
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 Mark Lamping, President – Jacksonville Jaguars 
 
Very few things are the same today as they were 18-months ago, so its important teams and 
organizations understand that the successful tactics they’ve deployed in the past, may not work 
in the future. Covid also emphasized there is no one-size-fits-all solution – so what works in one 
market, may not work in another as they all have their own unique challenges and opportunities.  
 
In terms of outlook, Mark noticed a big shift in fan expectations. The key points they’re focused 
on are: (1) ensuring the product they offer remains relevant, (2) continuing collaboration with the 
league, (3) the fan experience – in and outside of the stadium, and (4) the need to maintain the 
memorability and remarkability of their product with the short attention spans of today’s fan.  
 

 Hymie Elhai, President – New York Jets 
 
The on-field product is what matters at the end of the day, so competition and competitiveness 
is critical. But beyond the on-field product, the Jets are focused on providing a fan experience 
that is both engaging and safe. With the many entertainment options and teams to pick from in 
the New York market, this is particularly important to them.  
 
The Jets understand the importance of managing the entire fan experience, from the commute 
to food offerings to video boards – while also navigating Covid-19 and its influence over in-
person events. One clear takeaway over the past 18-months is no one knows exactly what the 
future is going to hold, so it’s important they’re adaptable.  
 

 Al Guido, President – San Francisco 49ers  
 

2021 is not 2020, but it’s certainly not 2019 – so continuing to evolve with the pandemic will 
remain critical. Al feels blessed going into the season as the NFL only had one year critically 
impacted by Covid-19 from the fan perspective, so he’s excited about the upcoming season 
despite the challenges.  

 
Optimism is high for Al and the 49ers going into 2021. Demand is higher this year than when 
they moved into their new stadium in 2014, and there’s a strong opportunity to grow the 
business both locally and internationally, despite all the negativity surrounding 2020.  

 
2. What’s one key learning or takeaway from the Covid-19 pandemic that you can apply to the 

future?  
 

 Dawn Aponte, Executive VP / Chief Administrator of Football Ops –  
National Football League:  

 
The primary focus for the NFL with regard to Covid was, and will continue to be, the health and 
safety of all involved. When thinking about the fans’ return, they’ve focused on working hand-in-
hand with individual clubs, staying in close contact with state and local officials, and being 
adaptable to the ever-evolving circumstances. 

 
The NFL has also been focused on promoting vaccinations, as they believe it is the best way to 
get fans safely back into stadiums, while keeping players, coaches, and staff safe. Today, over 
93% of NFL players and more than 99% of club staff are vaccinated – a huge credit to the 
individual clubs. When it comes to managing the Delta variant, the league is focused on working 
with and complying with local guidance to create a safe environment.  
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 Mark Lamping, President – Jacksonville Jaguars 

 
Covid-19 will likely have an everlasting impact on gameday staff and staffing. Pre-pandemic, 
NFL teams would have enough people to staff gameday stadiums so long as they cast a wide-
enough net; today that’s not the case. Coming out of the pandemic, gameday workers are 
finding a much better work environment – there has been a big push in terms of quality of 
work/life balance, compensation, and incentives for repeated attendance. If things continue to 
trend in this direction, we will likely see a more-motivated gameday staff, which is all the better 
for fan experience.  
 

 Hymie Elhai, President – New York Jets 
 
A positive coming out of the pandemic was the increased adaptability of the teams, leagues, 
fans, and the entire community. In the past, many initiatives teams had considered and 
promoted – like e-tickets or cashless payments – moved along slowly, but with the increased 
adaptability brought by Covid, fans and others involved have been more open to changes that 
might improve health and safety.  
 

 Al Guido, President – San Francisco 49ers  
 
The acceleration, adoption, and education involving mobile technology was a big improvement 
coming from the pandemic. The increased usage has armed teams with more data to make 
decisions and increases their opportunity to provide fans with targeted content. Ultimately, Al 
isn’t sure too much has changed for the NFL over the pandemic, but everything accelerated.  

 
3. How has gambling and betting surrounding the NFL evolved in recent years? 

  
 Dawn Aponte, Executive VP / Chief Administrator of Football Ops –  

National Football League:  
 
As has always been the case, the primary focus for the NFL is keeping the integrity of the game 
and ensuring what fans are seeing on the field is a result of pure competition that is not in any 
way tainted by wagers on the sport. To ensure this, they make sure players, game officials, 
game operators, etc. are all trained on the rules of sports betting.  
 
When thinking about how they got to this point, as sports betting has evolved so have the NFL’s 
policies related to fan engagement. They remain mindful that many fans do not want sports 
betting, so games on television have little of this activity. But for those interested, they’ve offered 
new ways of consuming the NFL, including different feeds of the game or partnerships with 
companies designed to provide accurate and real-time data on the games. It’s been an 
enormous balancing act for the league and they will continue to manage the evolution in a 
thoughtful and responsible way.   

 
 Mark Lamping, President – Jacksonville Jaguars 

 
The teams and leagues understand the positive impact gambling and fantasy football have had 
on fan engagement. If you look across the league – in states where sports betting is legal – 
opportunities to partner and profit are prevalent. For entities in the sports gaming industry, it’s 
incredibly important they connect with the NFL as it’s such a driver of sports betting across the 
board.  
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 Hymie Elhai, President – New York Jets 

 
New Jersey was at the forefront of sports betting when this process began a few years back and 
it has been a huge revenue driver for them. Their organization has embraced it as an 
opportunity to monetize the category and gain new fans who’d like to experience their product in 
a new way. The Jets have also installed “sports betting lounges” at their stadium, which they 
view as a new opportunity for fans to consume their product.  
 

 Al Guido, President – San Francisco 49ers  
 
Projecting ahead 5 years from now, Al would predict sports betting is legal for all 32 NFL clubs. 
At the moment, for clubs in states where gambling is not legal, it could be a disadvantage from a 
local revenue standpoint, but their organization views this as an opportunity to learn best 
practices from those currently coordinating sports betting initiatives and to ready themselves for 
legalization.  

 
4. How will the NFL keep up with the new innovations – from gaming, merchandising, data and 

technology, athlete recovery, luxury events, etc. – at the league’s disposal? And what impact 
might this have on the growth of the game?  
 
 Dawn Aponte, Executive VP / Chief Administrator of Football Ops –  

National Football League:  
 
There’s a significant push on new media and technology, and it really comes down to finding 
new ways of fan engagement and identifying how the league can continue to grow the game. To 
keep up with evolving media appetites, the NFL has offered streaming over mobile, launched 
Thursday Night Football with Amazon, explored alternative broadcasts with groups like 
Nickelodeon and YouTube, ultimately bringing new ways for fans to engage the game in their 
preferred medium.  

 
 Al Guido, President – San Francisco 49ers  

 
There are many ways to view the economics of the game, but Al views four big buckets (1) 
media, (2) tickets, (3) sponsorships), (4) sweets. He believes these are all set to change in the 
coming years. For example, the impact blockchain could have on ticketing, what NFTs have 
become, with crypto as a category – it’s almost possible to know what the industry may look like 
10-years from now. However, above all else, Al believes that if the product remains as good as 
it is today there will be plenty of interest in being part of what the NFL has to offer.  

 
 Mark Lamping, President – Jacksonville Jaguars 

 
At the end of the day, technology is going to go where the customers lead it. So, the basic 
fundamentals of ensuring they understand consumer wants and needs, while being nimble and 
responsive to ever-evolving desires is really important. Mark is very bullish on the future of the 
NFL because of the adaptability it’s shown over the past year. While he doesn’t know where 
they’ll end up, he believes the NFL’s best days are forthcoming.  
  

 Hymie Elhai, President – New York Jets 
 
It is going to be about how technology and media converge to create an evolved fan experience. 
Hymie believes the league may see new ways of virtually experiencing games with the 
advancements of VR technology and an evolution in how fans are purchasing tickets. He 
doesn’t think a new kind of fan experience is far off, one where you don’t need to leave your 
home to experience some of the luxuries and offerings traditionally limited to inside the stadium. 


